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Introduction.  Underground voids vary in 

dimensions from human-explorable features 

(such as caves) to pore spaces (unfit for direct 

human exploration, but accommodating for 

microorganisms). Future extraterrestrial 

underground exploration will search for life from 

classical caves to pore spaces.  

Subsurface gas chemoclines. From a 

habitability perspective, the energy in these 

environments may come from many sources. We 

focus on interconnected voids located in 

geological strata with high permeability, where 

life-usable energy is available at redox interfaces 

of gas chemoclines. We discuss earthly examples 

of such environments: caves and pore spaces in a 

volcanic area (Ciomadul Mountain, Romania). In 

this area, volcanic gas emissions fill subsurface 

voids to a depth level where a redox gas:gas 

interface forms. Here, methane (CH4) and 

hydrogen sulfide (H2S) are located below and 

atmospheric dioxygen (O2) is present above. 

Water originates from vapor condensation and 

percolation. The pH is approximately 0.5-1.0. 

An earthly proxy for extraterrestrial life.  

We show microbial biofilms colonizing a 

solfatara habitat in Smelly Cave, Romania [1]. In 

this ecosystem, the highest abundance of life 

occurs on the walls of the cave at the interface 

between oxidizing surface gasses (atmospheric 

air) and volcanic emissions. Differences in the 

density of the dominant gasses (N2 from above 

and CO2 from below) and little air turbulence in 

the deeper recesses of the cave result in a 

relatively steady gas gradient with a well-defined 

redox interface (O2 above and CH4/H2S below). 

Using 16S rDNA and metagenomic sequencing 

we found that this microbial community is 

dominated by bacteria (Acidithiobacillus and 

Mycobacterium) and archaea (Ferroplasma and 

Thermoplasma).  SEM images also show 

extensive fiber-like structures resembling 

nanowires between cells, as well as between cells 

and sulfur crystals.   

On Mars, such habitable environments that 

may carry biosignatures may be found in 

fumarole fields. We expect that some fumaroles 

on Mars are solfatara (i.e. fumaroles emitting 

reduced gasses such as H2S). One example is the 

Tarsis province, where S-rich volcanic emissions 

have existed in the past. The Home Plate 

formation (Gusev Crater) is also suspected to be 

the eroded remains of an ancient and extinct 

fumarole. Sulfur-rich deposits were found by the 

Curiosity APXS instrument at Gusev, some of 

which are believed to be elemental sulfur.  

Equipment that may be used for Mars 

exploration to analyze the presence, habitability 

and biosignature in such environments include: 

optical imaging with Visible/UV (MAHLI), 

RAMAN and DeepUV (e.g., SHERLOCK), 

ChemCam-LIBS, CheMin-XRD-XRF, and 

SAM-GC-MS. The Smelly Cave proxy from 

Romania offers an opportunity to test the 

appropriateness of such exploratory means in 

detecting underground habitability and 

biosignatures. Based on our work, we propose a 

strategy to investigate underground voids on 

Mars. 
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